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HOMEWORK: Find time to review previous Reading, English (Grammar), 
Math, and Science assignments. Hit all of the questions you had circled 
that at one time had given you trouble in the past.""

FOR FRIDAY BEFORE THE TEST!
- Finish all studying by 6pm and set your alarm"
- get your gear together for the next morning: Masks, ID, Admission Ticket, 
sharpened pencils (one marked), calculators, and snacks/drink for your 
breaks"
- need I say no partyin' tonight"
- get to bed at a reasonable time"
- when you put your head on your pillow tonight, drift into sleep thinking of 
how you're going to wake up rested, without stress, and ready to whoop a 
test!""

MORNING OF THE TEST!
- brush your teeth"
- eat a decent breakfast (don't overdo it! No 3 Grandslam Denny's 
breakfasts or 5 Redbulls)"
- make sure to dress in layers (be prepared for test location to be cold or 
hot)"
- do not do a drill before the test! Just bring and review the documents 
you've worked on from class"
- grab your prepared gear from last night"
- review notes at location"
- check in"
- grab your seat"
- make sure room has a clock (if you're not wearing a watch); if no, ask for 
another room"
    - if no clock, ask (demand) for another room with a clock because you 
feel "uncomfortable""
- review notes then put away once proctor starts to give instructions

ACT!
PRE & POST!

TEST DAY!
SUCCESS LIST
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"
DURING TEST!

- If during the test your proctor:"
     - is ever chatting on the phone inside or outside of the room"
     - leaves the room alone for ANY period of time"
     - is typing loudly on computer of laptop"
     - is hovering over you"
     - is inaccurate with his or her timing,"
demand another room because you feel "uncomfortable""
- at the start of every section, write down the start, end, and 5min warning in your 
booklet...never trust your proctor!"
 "
If your trying to score a 30+ per section!
- you’ll likely work on all questions - DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, DUMMY 

ANSWER""
If you're trying to score a 25-29 per section:"
     - English Section: remember there are always 1-2 questions per passage that 
will dog you - DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, DUMMY ANSWER. Locate and count 
your Later questions. Make sure to read the title and follow the flow of the story. 
Complete your early questions then go back and beat the Later questions. Attack 
answers from the bottom up."
     - Math Section:"
          - All Calc: at the start of the section, immediately bubble answers 41-60 with 
your dummy answer of the day then go back and begin working on question 1. 
Focus most of your energy and time on questions 1-45. Try 46-60, but if you're 
stumped - DON'T HUG QUESTIONS - TRY TO ELIMINATE OBVIOUS ANSWERS 
-  DUMMY ANSWER."
     - Reading Section: remember there are always 1-2 questions per passage that 
will dog you - DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, DUMMY ANSWER. At the start of the 
section, immediately locate the ugly passage (likely Dual Passage) that you'll 
dummy answer. Follow your 4-Step Method (see previous Reading emails). If you 
have time, change answers to your dummy answered passage."
     - Science Section: remember there are always 1 question per passage that 
will dog you - DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, DUMMY ANSWER. At the start of the 
section, immediately locate the ugly passage (any that have no charts/graphs or 
Conflicting Viewpoint passage) that you'll dummy answer. Quickly understand the 
charts and graphs of a passage then attack the answers from the bottom up. 
Answers to any question that has nothing to do with the charts or graphs will be 
found in the text or it might be a common sense question not found in the 
passage.""

DON'T HUG QUESTIONS - TRY TO ELIMINATE OBVIOUS ANSWERS"
DUMMY ANSWER.
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THE FAKE 5th MULTIPLE CHOICE 20-MINUTE SECTION!"
If you're not taking the essay, you'll likely receive a 5th multiple choice 
20-minute section: DON'T WORK ON IT! It's an experimental section 
using you as a guinea pig to test out other questions for future tests. It is 
not mandatory; it is not scored; you will never know how you performed…
ever.""

POST TEST!"
- As soon as you exit the building, send me, your friends, even yourself, 

notes on how you felt during each section of the test."
- Which English grammar rules do you need to improve?"
- Go back to practice tests and identify the types of questions that 

dogged you during the Math section:"
- Algebra?"
- Geometry?"

- How was your pacing per passage during the Reading section?"
- Did you feel rushed? Which gave you the most trouble? Prose, Social 

Science, Humanities, or Natural Science?"
- Did you drop the ball using the 4-Step Reading Method?"
- How was your pacing per passage during the Science section?"
- Did you feel rushed? Did you need to work on every passage?"
- Did the Experiments, Studies, or Conflicting Viewpoints dog you?""

POST TEST PLAN!"
Create your new study plan and prepare to BEAT the next SAT or ACT."
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